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~ --....-B orin g ..... --~T-his -is -probably- ~th-e-.singleJ"-wor-d __ most .... descriptiv e ....()f~the---prese nt ... s tock-'" market-scene .'~,,_"""""" __ I 
The phones do not ring. Traders do crossword puzzles. The Dow does nothing. There is, of course, 
nothing new about this phenomenon. Anyone with any Wall Street experience has seen it all before, 
and it eventually goes away. This, however, does not make the process any less painful. 

Current volume figures, however minuscule they may be. actually overstate the level of activity. 
This is due to the emergence of yet another modern trading phenomenon~--the dividend capture. May 
18, for example, saw over 209 milHon shares traded. However, 64 million. over 30%, was in a single 
stock, Philadelphia Electric. 

An old Wall Street adage runs, "Never sell a dull market" ~ Since the past month or so certainly 
falls into this category, we set our computer, this week, to the task of trying to determine whether 
this admonition has any basis in fact or is sImply a charming bit of stock market folklore. 

It was first necessary to come up with a precise definition of "dull", and the one we used, we 
freely admit, is arbitrary.. We decided, first of all, to focus on volume rather than price and 
decided that dullness could be defined by a ten~day average of NYSE volume amounting to less than 
80% of a 150~day average thereof. A dull period was then defined as five or more days, without a 
five~day interruption, meeting this criterion. This particular decision rule isolated 55 dull 
periods since 1949, the latest instance having taken place just this month when 11 of the 13 trading 
days between April 29 and May 17 fit our requirements. This episode was of rather short duration, 
SInce many of the 54 prior intervals had continued for 30 days or more, the longest, in 1951. 
lasting 57 days. 
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Of the 54 previous instances recorded, we then measured the market change approximately one year 
-(250~t"ading~day"~",,,at"'''.-I'fI-3?.,-<Jr-6S,5k-ofAhose--cases-the-market-was-up"'(me--year--..fterwartl-;-mrd---I-~·I 

in 17 cases (31.5%) it was down. 

As is always the case with such compilations. however, it must be remembered that long time 
intervals, especially those as long as a year, have a bullish bias. There have been. since 1949, 
10,052 separate 250-day intervals. For 66.2% of these intervals the market was up, and for 33.8% it 
was down. The figures for up and down markets following dull periods, then, are almost precisely 
what history would lead us to expect. We can, apparently, consign yet another old wives' tale to 
the trash bin. 

Such action, however, might be precipitous. We decided, despite the above results, to examine 
the past 54 occurrences on a chart. They tended, on such examination, to occur mostly during 
transition periods between upswings and downswings, happening only infrequently during well~defined 
up or down trends~ It thus seemed advisable to separate those instances where periods of dullness 
had occurred following bear markets from those taking place after bull markets. Again, an arbitrary 
definition was needed. We, therefore, defined a post-bear-market dull period as one which occurred 
when the market had been higher one year before. There remained 18 such cases. After 15 of them, 
the Dow, one year later. was up. A strange coincidence is that the three "wrong" signals all 
occurred within a 7-month period in the 1972 - 1974 bear market. 

Based on this re-examination, the latest boring episode took on more interest. However, still 
further work suggests that our newly~discovered phenomenon appears to be becoming less useful. It 
is possible to identify 10 major bear-market bottoms since 1949, the first six of these having 
occurred through 1970. There was a "dull" period associated with everyone of those six bottoms. 
taking place prior to the low in four of those cases and only slightly afterward in the two others. 
The average gain -for the .. year.following&the~six-signals""'was-17%~ "and~the average gain measured from 
the signal to the end of the subsequent bull market was 59%. By contrast no similar signal was 
associated with the four most recent major bottoms in 1974, 1978, 1982, and 1984. 

It remains uncertain, therefore, whether this particular piece of wisdom should be heeded in the 
present instance. It does appear, however, that the rule about not selling a dull market may be a 
bit more substantial than pure myth. 
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